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UNIT PAGE MODULE VOCABULARY FUNCTION

1 2 Welcome Back To School Classroom Objects 

Countries & Nationalities

Flags

Students will be able to identify the classroom objects.

Students will be able to talk about people’s countries, nationalities 
and flags.

2 12 My Hobbies Hobbies

School Subjects

Ordinal Numbers

Students will be able to talk about their hobbies.

Students will be able to identify school subjects.

Students will be able to use ordinal numbers.

3 22 I Can Do It Abilities

Personal Pronouns

Possessive Adjectives

Students will be able to talk about their abilities.

Students will be able to identify personal pronouns and possessive 
adjectives.

4 32 I Don’t Know! The Months of the Year

The Days of the Week

Adverbs of Frequency

Students will be able to identify the months of the year.

Students will be able to identify the days of the week. 

Students will be able to identify adverbs of frequency

5 42 My Dream Job! Jobs

Question Words

Students will be able to talk about jobs.

Students will be able to use question words.

6 52 Wear Your Coats! Washing Symbols

The Seasons  

The Weather Conditions

Clothes

Students will be able to understand the washing symbols.

Students will be able to identify the seasons and talk about the 
weather conditions.

Students will be able to describe their clothes. 

7 62 Let’s Have Something Basic Tastes

Types of Food

Quantifiers

Students will be able to talk about tastes. 

Students will be able to identify types of food.

Students will be able to use quantifiers.

8 72 Be Smarter! Feelings

Transportation

Comparative Adjectives

Students will be able to talk about their feelings.

Students will be able to talk about transportation.

Students will be able to use the comparative form of adjectives.

9 82 Our Planet! Planets

Superlative Adjectives

Students will be able to identify the planets.

Students will be able to use the superlative form of adjectives.

10 92 Let’s Repeat! Consolidation
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Teacher
Students
Teacher
Mary
Teacher
Martin

Teacher

Students

: Good morning, everybody! Welcome to school.

: Good morning, sir.

: How was your summer holiday?

: It was nice. We went to Italy.

: Wow! What about you, Martin?

: It was good, sir. I was in the Balkans with my family.

  We visited Macedonia, Montenegro, Kosovo and Albania.

: Perfect. Well, we have some new friends in our class. 

Look, this is Maria. She is Spanish. And here is 

  Nicolas. He is French. Say hi to your new friends.

: Hi! Welcome to our school. John
Teacher
John

Teacher

John
Teacher

John
Teacher

: May I ask a question, sir?: Sure, John.
: Today, I will buy my school stuff       with my father. What should I buy?: You need pencils, crayons, a pencil   sharpener, an eraser and a pencil case.: OK, I know. What else?: This year you will need a ruler, a miter  and compasses.: I see, thanks sir.: You’re welcome.

How is your first day 
at school?

What are the social 
areas at your school?

1

2

anelt.org/r8Z3H8C
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This is the library. 

This is the canteen.Here is our playground.

This is the map 
of our school.

This is the dining hall. 

Finally, here is the indoor 
sports hall.

This is the science laboratory.

Point and Say.

Let’s start 
our school 

trip.
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Point and say.

Write the school objects 
in the pencil case.

crayons eraser

paper clip

craft knife

miter

stapler

pencil 
sharpener

ruler

brush

scissors

compasses

tape

It’s my pencil case. I have scissors,pencils, crayons and brushes in it.Moreover, there is an eraser, a stapler, a craft knife and compasses.
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May I ask a
question?

Yes, I’m 

listening to 

you.

May I go to the restroom?

Read the dialogs.

May I takeyour pen? I’m sorry. I’m
late. May I

come in?
Yes come in.

Yes, of course.

Put the words in the correct order to make a sentence.

_______________________________________ ? _______________________________________ ?

_______________________________________ ? _______________________________________ ?

1- 3-

2- 4-

I

out sit

your scissorsI May

May I

use your ruler

go I May

May borrow

here

anelt.org/rHE2KH1
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Look at the flags 
and watch the 
video.

Read the dialogs.

Argentinean

Chinese

Jamaican

Porteguese

Tunisian

Austrian

Czech

Kazakh

Russian

Ukrainian 

Belgian

French

Mexican

South African

British

Australian

Colombian

Japanese

Romanian

Turkish

Azerbaijani 

Danish 

Macedonian

Singaporean 

Arabic 

Brazilian

German

Dutch

Spanish

American

Bulgarian

Indian

New Zealander

Swedish

Uruguayan Welsh

Canadian

Italian

Nigerian

Swiss

Hi, everybody! I’m Martin Olberg. I’m from Stockholm, Sweden. I’m Swedish. I can speak Swedish and English.

Hi, everybody! My name is Shitori Kashima. I’m from Tokyo, Japan. I’m Japanese. I can speak Japanese, English and Aynu itak, a regional language.

anelt.org/rJACWN
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Read the
paragraphs.

Hi friends,
I’m Benita. I’m from Italy. These are my friends; 

Selin, Jenny and Olga. Selin is Turkish. She is from

Istanbul. Jenny is from the UK. She is British. Olga

is from Moscow. She is Russian.

Hi everybody
,

I’m Bruce. I’m from the USA. I’m American. My

mother is fro
m China. She is Chines

e. My father is

American, like 
me.

Do you have any friendsfrom abroad?
What’s you

r

nationalit
y?

Where are youfrom?
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Read the
paragraphs.

Capital City  : Paris

Population  : 66.616.416

National Anthem : La Marseillaise

Official Language : French

Nationality  : French

Capital City  : Roma

Population  : 61.680.122

National Anthem : Il Canto

     Degli Italiani

Official Language : Italian

Nationality  : Italian

There are three colors (blue, white, red) on the flag. 
They have different meanings. “Blue” represents 
freedom, “White” represents equality and “Red” 
represents brotherhood.

There are three colors (green, white, red) on the flag. They 
have different meanings. “Green” represents nature, “White” 
represents the snow-capped Alps and “Red” represents the 
Wars of Italian Independence.
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Listen to the 
recording and fill 
in the blanks.

Capital City  : 
Population  : 1.195.000.000 

  (estimated)
National Anthem : Jana Gana Mana
Official Language : Hindi, English
Nationality  : 

anelt.org/r4JYYS8

anelt.org/rUF1WDJ

The colors of the flag (orange, white, green) have different 
meanings.                        represents courage and devotion, “White” 
represents peace and honesty, “Green” represents the heroism and 
loyalty. There is a round symbol in the                         of the flag.
It represents chakra in Buddhism belief.

The national flag of Japan is a                         rectangular flag with 
a large red disc in the center. The red disc represents the sun. The 
sun plays an                         role in Japanese mythology and religion. 
This flag is officially called Nisshōki (“sun-mark flag”) in Japanese. 

Capital City : 
Population : 126.659.683
National Anthem : Kimi Ga Yo
Official Language : 
Nationality  : Japanese

India

Japan
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Read and listen
the passage.

 This is my sister Jennifer. She is a 
student. She will graduated in two months, 
but she is confused about her job. She has 
several ideas. She is a pilates trainer. She has 
four private students. However, she doesn’t 
want to work as a trainer. On the other hand, 
she works as a secretary part-time for a real 
estate company. She wants to change her job 
when she finishes school. 

 She is a successful student. Her teachers 
say that she can choose any job she wants. My 
father always tells her that she should be a 
teacher. However, she doesn’t want to work at 
school. She is good at Science and Math. My 
mother wants her to become a civil engineer, 
but Jennifer says, “It’s a hard job for a woman. 
You need to work in construction site all 
day long. It’s tiring.” 

 She wants to become a doctor. She wants 
to become a doctor because she wants to 
help, treat and look after patients. She always 
joins volunteer work. She helps old and sick 
people for households, goes shopping instead 
of them etc. I think, she will be a great doctor.

What is the
most popular job 
in your country?

anelt.org/rALWEYK
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Match the words in Column A with 
their definitions in Column B.

Answer the questions.

1- 2-

3- 4-

doctor

CIVIL

engineer

Pilates

trainer

Secretary

teacher

__
__

_

___

__
_

__
_

___

a) secretary

b) teacher

c) civil engineer

d) part-time

e) volunteer

f) instead of

1- A person who teaches, especially in a school.

2- As a substitute or alternative to; in place of

3- For only part of the usual working day or week

4- A person employed in an office to assist and make appointments.

5- A person who freely offers to take part in an enterprise or work.

6- An engineer who designs and maintains apartments, roads, bridges

          and similar structures.

What’s Jennifer’s job?
 a) Doctor
 b) Student
 c) Engineer

Which job does Jennifer’s 
mother want for her daughter?
 a) Civil Engineer
 b) Doctor
 c) Student

Which job does Jennifer’s father
want for her daughter?
 a) Secretary
 b) Pilates Trainer
 c) Teacher

What’s Jennifer’s dream job?
 a) Pilates Trainer
 b) Doctor
 c) Secretary
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Read the dialogs. Fill in the blanks with the 
negative form of the verbs 
given in parentheses.

1. Anna _________ soap operas. (not watch)

2. Peter _________ Spanish. (not study)

3. I _________ console games. (not play)

4. Luis and Miguel _________ magazines. (not read)

5. Isabel _________ a friend. (not phone)

6. I _________ a hamburger for breakfast. (not eat)

7. Wilma _________ pizza. (not eat)

8. My Mom _________ classical music. (not like)

9. I _________ cold water. (not drink)

10. Isabel and I _________ each other

 every week. (not see)

I get up early 

every morning.

What about you?

I don’t get up early because I start to work in the afternoon.

My father watches TV 

every evening. What 

about your father?
My father doesn’t 

watch TV. He reads a  

book in the evenings.

My brothers play 

chess at home. What 

about yours?

I have a brotherand a sister. They don’t play chess. They play backgammon.
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Read the dialogs.
Fill in the blanks with the 
question form of the verbs 
given in parentheses.

1.   _________ Mary _________ to music? (listen)

2.   _________ Betty and Rose _________ their room? (tidy)

3.   _________ Harry _________ very fast? (type)

4.   _________ your parents _________ the newspaper? (read)

5.   _________ your sister _________ the internet? (surf)

6.   _________ you _________ soccer with your father? (play)

7.   _________ students _________ homework on Saturday? (do)

8.   _________ Gabriel _________  you with your project? (help)

9.   _________ Carlos _________ people laugh? (make)

10.  _________ you _________ talking to new people? (like)

Yes, I do.Do you do your 

homework in the 

evening?

Does your 

little
 sister go 

to school?

Does your 

mother cook 

pizza?

No, she doesn’t. 

She is only 3.

No, she doesn’t. 

She is bad at 

cooking fast 

food.
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BIG HEROESBIG HEROES

BH
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BIG HEROESBIG HEROES

BH



WORKBOOK

Match the school objects with their definitions. Write the sentences in the correct form.

?

?

?

?

?

?

crayon ruler miter 1- May / use / your / I / eraserstapler

scissors paper clip compasses

a joint made by two pieces of steel or metal that have both been cut 
at an angle of 45° at the joining ends

a small piece of bent wire used for holding pieces of paper together

a device used for cutting materials such as paper, cloth, and hair, 
consisting of two sharp blades that are joined in the middle, and two 
handles with holes to put your fingers through

a V-shaped device that is used for drawing circles or measuring 
distances on maps

a stick of colored wax used for drawing

a long, narrow, flat piece of plastic, metal, or wood which is used for 
measuring things and for drawing straight lines

a small device that you can hold in your hand or use on a table to push 
staples through pieces of paper

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

2- I / go to / May / the restroom

3- a question / May / ask / I

4- May / dictionary / I / your / borrow

5- your / May / I / pencil / take

6- come in / I‛m / May / late / I

108



WORKBOOK

Lorient is a France / French actor. He is from France / 
French. There is a France / French flag on his T-shirt.

Antonio is from Italy / Italian. He is a famous Italy / 
Italian cook. He lives in Rome. It‛s is the capital city of 
Italy / Italian.

Greece / Greek is a European country. Mila is a Greece / 
Greek dancer. She is in her Greece / Greek costume.

Toronto is a big city in Canada / Canadian. Abraham is a 
Canada / Canadian student. He loves winter in Canada / 
Canadian.

Hernandez has a Mexico / Mexican guitar. He is from 
Mexico / Mexican. He likes playing Mexico / Mexican 
music.

Yao is from China / Chinese. He is a China / Chinese 
samurai. He likes teaching China / Chinese martial arts.

Write the name of the country under 
the correct flag.

Circle the correct word.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

109



WORKBOOK

Write the missing letters in the boxes to 
complete the hobbies.

Match the school subjects with 
their definitions.

S _ I M _ I N

Learn about English language and culture 

Learn about plants & animal life

Learn about the past

Learn to sing and play musical instruments

Learn numbers and operations

Carry out experiments in the lab

Learn about other countries

Learn about Chinese language and culture

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Math Chemistry Geography

History Music Chinese

English Biology

G

D A _ C _

_ H _ S _

P _ I N _ I _ G

_ A R D _ N _ _N

C _ O _ I _ G

K _ R A _ E

T A _ L _ T _ N _ I S
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WORKBOOK

Write the missing letters in the boxes to 
complete the hobbies.

Match the school subjects with 
their definitions.

S _ I M _ I N

Learn about English language and culture 

Learn about plants & animal life

Learn about the past

Learn to sing and play musical instruments

Learn numbers and operations

Carry out experiments in the lab

Learn about other countries

Learn about Chinese language and culture

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Math Chemistry Geography

History Music Chinese

English Biology

G

D A _ C _

_ H _ S _

P _ I N _ I _ G

_ A R D _ N _ _N

C _ O _ I _ G

K _ R A _ E

T A _ L _ T _ N _ I S

WORKBOOK

Answer the questions according to yourself. Fill in the blanks with the correct verb 
from the box.

Are you good at English ?

1- Sue likes __________ a bicycle.
2- Mark likes __________ puzzles.
3- Sally likes __________ table tennis.
4- Ricky and Oliver like __________ online.
5- Emily likes __________ cake.
6- Fernando, Simon and Robin like __________ bowling.
7- Gabriel likes __________. She is good at drawing pictures.
8- Wilma and Helen like __________ pop music.

Which sport are you bad at?

Which sport are you good at?

Are you bad at cooking?

Are you bad at singing a song?

Who is good at Geography in your class?

Who is bad at chess in your class?

go  

ride  

listen 

play

do 

paint  

play  

make

111
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LET’S
!
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LET’S
!



If you could cook any meal for your family, what 
would you make?  Describe the meal and tell 
how you would make it.

A MEAL FOR MY FAMILY

136



Write a story to go along with the picture.

MY NEW KITE

137
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This is my class

Which school objects are there in the video?

anelt.org/rQ2RBI7
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Let’s visit Tokyo!

Would you like to join a tour in Tokyo?

anelt.org/r7AY64C




